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Jacques Luben was born in Paris, France. As a child his parents moved him to New York City 

where he earned a French Baccalaureate and developed strong proficiency in several languages.  

After earning a B.A. in International Relations from the University of Pennsylvania and an MBA 

from Columbia University, Jacques embarked on a career as a commodities trader with two 

major Wall Street firms from 1979 to 1985. 

In 1985, he accepted the position of Executive Director of Platinum Guild International (USA). 

The latter is a major London based trade association with offices in 7 countries. Jacques’ tenure 

in this role lasted 15 years. 

 

At Platinum Guild, he led a mining industry effort to encourage several major Government Mints 

to create and promote coins that are produced from pure platinum bullion. This project 

culminated with the introduction of innovative coin programs sponsored by the nations of 

Canada, Australia, China and France. In 1997, the United State Mint launched the highly 

successful Platinum Eagle coin program that is still being operated by the United States Treasury 

Department. 

Platinum Guild established a high-profile media presence to advance its goals. As a result 

Jacques was interviewed frequently by The New York Times, CNN, CNBC, The Wall Street 

Journal and other business outlets. 

 

In 2000, Jacques joined Inc. Plan (USA), a firm that his partner Caroline Quigley founded in 

1990. Over the years, Inc. Plan has assisted tens of thousands of entrepreneurs from every part of 

the world to incorporate and upgrade their new business enterprises with bank account openings 

as well as offering virtual office services. 

 

Working with so many energetic and talented clients has been both challenging and fun. Jacques 

enjoys the process of advising start-up entrepreneurs who are fully invested in their desire to 

succeed. 

 

Jacques’ firm, Inc. Plan (USA) works hard to provide useful, up-to-the minute content on 

www.incplan.net and on Facebook/incplan where it has over 135,000 followers. 

 

Inc. Plan (USA) also manages a very popular start-up blog that advises US and foreign business 

owners at www.incplan.net/blog. There are now over 250 proprietary articles that currently 

appear on the startup blog. 
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